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Return of foodservice
£1.2billion was spent in cafes, restaurants, and
pubs between 14th-16th May; a 30% increase
compared to the same week in 2019! Therefore,
June stands to be a very prosperous month.
With consumers’ increased confidence due to
the success of the UK’s vaccination scheme, foot
traffic is continually increasing. The Telegraph
reported on 26th May that workplace visits were
the highest since the pandemic began, whilst
the exact figures varied by location the FMCG
category should benefit from increased on-thego lunches and single-serve drinks.

The Great British vacation!
Holiday hot spots in the UK are set to be
thriving this year due to the vast number of
countries with visiting restrictions. The

South West, the Lake District and South
Wales are already benefiting from increased
tourism which is sure to translate into
incremental sales.

Dairy report
Due to a rather rainy May, unfortunately we
are still not at the peak of the awaited milk
flush. Temperatures are below average for
this time of year which doesn’t bode well for
SMP and Whey buyers.
Extra demand should have been perfectly
timed with the milk flush given the reopening of food outlets, however it was not
meant to be, meaning milk cheddar prices
are continuing to rise.
Mozzarella has continued to stay stable for
this month, following regular increases
throughout 2021 so far.

15% off

Long-Life Latte!
New in to Central we have an old favourite with a new twist,
Emmi have introduced a longer-lasting recipe that does not
need to be refrigerated!
Iced coffees are increasingly popular and perfect for the
warmer months.
Now a UHT product still produced the same way as fresh
SKU’s, using slowly roasted fresh coffee not coffee flavouring
or extract. This combined with the use of a long-lasting milk
ensures the same great flavour with less stock wastage.

BIG Brands, BIGGER Savings!

We love a good promotion here at Central Supplies, and
our latest is certainly no exception!
We are taking £1.00 off every case of selected Muller you
buy throughout June. Choose from Muller Light, Muller
Rice, Muller Crunch Corner & of course, not forgetting
the iconic Muller Fruit Corner. Available in straight &
mixed cases. So what are you waiting for?!
Savings available on all deliveries made between
01/06/21 – 30/06/21. Whilst stocks last.

